Bisphenol A cleanup over MIL-100(Fe)/CoS composites: Pivotal role of Fe–S bond in regenerating Fe$^{2+}$ ions for boosted degradation performance
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Abstract

Series of MIL-100(Fe)/CoS composites (MxCy) were facilely fabricated using ball-milling method. The optimum M50C50 exhibited extremely higher Fenton-like catalytic degradation activity toward bisphenol A (BPA) than the pristine MIL-100(Fe) and CoS. The significant improvement of BPA degradation was attributed to the synergetic effect between MIL-100(Fe) and CoS with the synergistic factor being 95.7%, in which the Fe–S bonds formed at the interface of the two components facilitate the Fe$^{3+}$/Fe$^{2+}$ cycle by improving the electron mobility both from Co to Fe and from S to Fe. Furthermore, the influence factors like co-existing inorganic ions and pH values on the catalysis activity of M50C50 were explored. The possible reaction mechanism was proposed and confirmed by both active species capture tests and electron spin resonance (ESR) determinations. It was found that M50C50 demonstrated good reusability and water stability, in which the morphology and structure were not changed obviously after five runs’ operation. To our best knowledge, it is the first work concerning the interfacial interaction of Fe-MOF/MSx to promote Fe$^{3+}$/Fe$^{2+}$ cycle in Fe-MOFs for the purpose of organic pollutants degradation in the Fenton-like AOPs system.

1. Introduction

The persistent and bio-accumulative emerging organic contaminants (EOCs) might exert potential threat to living organisms and environment due to their high toxicity (Guo et al., 2017; Xiao-
Just recently, different strategies like adsorption (Xu et al., 2018; Hao et al., 2019), biodegradation (Vasiladou et al., 2013) and advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) (Shayegan et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2021) have been adopted to remove the EOCs in water. Among these methods, AOPs exhibit some merits like strong oxidizability, high degradation rate and no hazardous byproducts (Zhang et al., 2016; Ike et al., 2019). The catalyst-enhanced AOPs like Fenton and Fenton-like reactions can produce hydroxyl radicals (OH, E° = 1.9–2.7 V) to degrade various organic pollutants (Zhang et al., 2014b; Wang and Zhuan, 2020; Zhou et al., 2020). The Fenton and Fenton-like oxidation methods are widely used in water treatment mainly for the following reasons: (i) The oxidation reaction can be carried out at room temperature and pressure, which averts the necessity of sophisticated reactor equipment; (ii) Because the quick reaction between Fe²⁺ and H₂O₂, a large amount of ·OH radicals are produced in the short reaction time (Pouran et al., 2014); and (iii) The efficient mineralization enables the conversion of organic pollutants to innocuous CO₂ and H₂O (Nidheesh et al., 2013). Therefore, the Fenton and Fenton-like oxidation processes have been widely utilized to treat various wastewater like oilfield sewage (Mosteo et al., 2007), pharmaceutical wastewater (Mosteo et al., 2007), organic sludge (Mosteo et al., 2007; Umar et al., 2010) and landfill leachate (Watts and Teel, 2005; Umar et al., 2010; Yap et al., 2011).

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are porous organic functional materials formed by the coordination and self-assembly of multidentate organic ligands containing O or N atom and transition metal ions (Xu et al., 2018), in which various iron-based MOFs are widely adopted as catalysts to activate H₂O₂ for accomplishing Fenton-like AOPs. The abundant nano-scale cavities and exoteric channels in frameworks can afford favorable channels for the entry of the targets to be treated as well as the discharge of the product after treatment, which helps to promote the mass transfer process of catalytic reaction (Wang et al., 2019). Besides the above-stated remarkable properties, the uniformly dispersed metal constituents in MOFs also provide sufficient active locations for catalytic reaction (Gao et al., 2017). However, like other heterogeneous Fe-based catalysts, the Fe-MOFs suffered from the limited Fe²⁺/Fe³⁺ cycle (Zou et al., 2013), which should be further boosted in the Fenton-like AOPs for the purpose of increasing the oxidation activity. For example, Hu et al. constructed MoS₂/Fe₂O₃ heterojunction to achieve enhanced catalytic in the Fenton-like reaction, in which the Fe–S bond at the interface can boost the Fe²⁺/Fe³⁺ cycle by enhancing the electron transfer from Mo to Fe (Hu et al., 2020). Inspired by this work, it was predicted that some sorts of Fe-MOFs and metal sulfides (MSx) can be selected to construct Fe-MOF/MSx to promote Fe²⁺/Fe³⁺ cycle.

Within this paper, MIL-100(Fe) as a typical Fe-MOF and CoS were selected to construct MIL-100(Fe)/CoS (MxCy) composites with the aid of ball-milling method, in which the optimal M50C50 displayed superior bisphenol A (BPA) decomposition performance via Fenton-like AOPs. The enhancement of Fenton-like catalysis activity is contributed to the formation of Fe–S bond via the interfacial interaction between CoS and MIL-100(Fe). This work could provide an alternative approach to boost the Fe-MOFs-based heterogeneous Fenton-like catalytic reactivity.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and characterization

All information of the used materials and detailed characterization instruments were listed in the Electronic supplementary information (ESI).

2.2. Synthesis of MIL-100(Fe)/CoS composites

The solvothermal synthesis of octahedral MIL-100(Fe) was carried out following the method previously reported (Chen et al., 2020). Briefly, 0.11 g iron powder (Fe⁰), 0.15 mL concentrated nitric acid (HNO₃) and 10.0 mL H₂O were mixed and dissolved by ultrasound for 15 min, in which 0.28 g 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid (H₃BTC) and 0.18 mL hydrofluoric acid (HF) were added. The mixture was moved into Teflon-lined stainless steel Parr bomb, and heated at 150 °C for 24 h. The harvested orange-yellow precipitates were centrifuged, washed successively with ethanol and deionized water (DI water) for 3 times, and finally dried at 60 °C under vacuum for 10 h. Typically, 0.1 g Co(NO₃)₂·6H₂O and 0.4 g thioacetamide (TAA) were respectively dissolved in 20.0 mL ethanol, which were mixed in Teflon-lined stainless steel Parr bomb, and heated at 120 °C for 8 h. Finally, the black spherical CoS particles were collected by centrifuging, which were washed with DI water and dried at 60 °C in a vacuum oven overnight.

As shown in Scheme 1, the MIL-100(Fe)/CoS composites were synthesized with the as-obtained MIL-100(Fe) and CoS as precursors with the aid of ball milling treatment (30 Hz and 20 min). The obtained MIL-100(Fe)/CoS composites with different mass ratios can be referred as MxCy. The letters “M” and “C” are abbreviated from MIL-100(Fe) and CoS, as well as the variables “x” and “y” are the mass proportions of MIL-100(Fe) and CoS in the composites, respectively.
2.3. Heterogeneous fenton-like reaction test

The heterogeneous Fenton-like catalysis experiments were accomplished in a 100.0 mL beaker, in which 50.0 mL BPA (10 mg/L) and 10.0 mg catalyst were mixed. After achieving the adsorption-desorption equilibrium within 1 h, a certain amount of H2O2 solution was added. During the reaction, 1.5 mL solution was drawn from the reactor with a syringe filter (0.45 μm) at predetermined time intervals for subsequent determinations. 10 mL isopropanol (IPA) was added to the filtrate to remove the excess radicals. The residual BPA concentration in the treated solution was determined at wavelength of 227 nm on an ultra-high performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC, Thermo Scientific Vanquish Flex) equipped with a UV–Vis detector and a C18 reversed-phase column (2.1 mm × 100 mm, 1.7 μm). The detailed determination information can be found in the Electronic supplementary information (ESI).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterizations of MIL-100(Fe)/CoS

The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of MIL-100(Fe), CoS and series MxC compositions were shown in Fig. 1a. It should be noted that the PXRD patterns of MIL-100(Fe) were well matched with the simulated one (Chen et al., 2020), in which the typical peaks at 10.2° of MIL-100(Fe) became more obvious with the decreasing mass content of CoS. The four characteristic peaks of CoS at 2θ = 30.6°, 35.4°, 47.0° and 54.5° were corresponded to the facets of (100), (101), (102) and (110), respectively (Li et al., 2015), implying that the as-synthesized CoS matches well with the hexagonal phase CoS reported in the previous literature [JCPDS card no. 65–3418] (Zhuang et al., 2018). The MxCy (especially for M70C30, M50C50 and M30C70) exhibited both crystal phases of MIL-100(Fe) and CoS, in which no extra peaks of crystalline impurities were appeared, suggesting that the structures of MIL-100(Fe) and CoS were maintained well during the ball-milling process.

The compositions of MxCy were also confirmed by fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis. As depicted in Fig. 1b, the peaks at 3423 cm⁻¹ and 1113 cm⁻¹ are attributed to the O–H vibration and O–O stretching vibration of MIL-100(Fe) (Xu et al., 2017). The absorption bands at 1627, 1576, 1447 and 1381 cm⁻¹ are ascribed to the carboxyl groups with the Δν(ν_{as}(COO)−ν(COO)) being 180 and 195 cm⁻¹, suggesting that the carboxyl group might be coordinated to the metal ions (Zhang et al., 2012). Furthermore, the peak at 481 cm⁻¹ is ascribed to Fe–O stretching vibration (Song et al., 2014), in which the intensity decreased with the decrease of MIL-100(Fe) proportion in MxCy. The peak at 1176 cm⁻¹ is attributed to the Co=S stretching in CoS (Li et al., 2015). As well, the XPS determination displayed obvious peaks of Co 2p, S 2p, S 2s and Fe 2p in M50C50 (Fig. 1c), further affirming the successful interaction of MIL-100(Fe) and CoS.

The morphologies of as-synthesized samples were observed via SEM and TEM. As illustrated in Fig. 2a and e, the original MIL-100(Fe) displays smooth regular octahedron morphology with particle size of ca. 800–2000 nm. After ball-milling, CoS changed from spherical to irregular granular with smaller size (Fig. 2b and f). It could be clearly seen from SEM image (Fig. 2c) and TEM (Fig. 2g)

![Fig. 1.](image-url) (a) PXRD patterns, (b) FTIR spectra and (c) XPS spectra of CoS, MIL-100(Fe) and MxCy.
and h) that the surface of MIL-100(Fe) in M50C50 was wrapped by CoS nanoparticles. TEM elemental mapping suggested that Co, Fe and S elements were evenly dispersed in M50C50 (Fig. 2i). The HRTEM image (Fig. 2d) demonstrated the lattice structure of the M50C50 composite, in which the lattice fringes of 0.198 nm, 0.25 nm and 0.29 nm were corresponded to the (102), (101) and (100) lattice plane of CoS (Li et al., 2015; Zhuang et al., 2018), respectively.

3.2. Heterogeneous fenton-like catalytic degradation toward bisphenol A (BPA)

To evaluate the heterogeneous Fenton-like BPA degradation performance of M50C50, series control experiments were carried out. As displayed in Fig. 3a and b, the individual H$_2$O$_2$ could hardly remove BPA, which can achieve BPA degradation efficiency of 6.7% within 9 min. Also, only 3.0%, 5.4% and 5.0% BPA were degraded in the presence of MIL-100(Fe)/H$_2$O$_2$, CoS/H$_2$O$_2$ and individual M50C50 catalyst, respectively. However, quick BPA degradation in all the M$_x$C$_y$/H$_2$O$_2$ systems were observed (Fig. 3a), in which 85.7%, 98.8% and 99.2% BPA degradation efficiencies could be accomplished in the M70C30/H$_2$O$_2$, M30C70/H$_2$O$_2$ and M50C50/H$_2$O$_2$ within 9.0 min, respectively. Moreover, BPA was completely degraded within 12 min with M50C50/H$_2$O$_2$. The reaction kinetics of the BPA degradation over different M$_x$C$_y$/H$_2$O$_2$ systems were investigated by pseudo-first-order kinetic (−ln[C/C$_0$] = kt) (Wu et al., 2020a), in which C, C$_0$ and k are the surplus BPA concentration, the original BPA concentration at diverse reaction time and reaction rate constant, respectively. The results revealed that M50C50 can accomplish fastest BPA degradation rate (Fig. 3b) along with the best degradation efficiency.

The significant improvement on BPA degradation over M$_x$C$_y$ composites (especially M50C50) might be contributed to the interfacial microstructure and the synergetic effect between MIL-100(Fe) and CoS. To verify this hypothesis, the BPA degradation activity of the mixture of MIL-100(Fe) and CoS with the identical content ratio as M50C50 in the presence of H$_2$O$_2$ (M50C50*/H$_2$O$_2$ system in Fig. 3a) was investigated. The results demonstrated that the BPA degradation efficiency in M50C50*/H$_2$O$_2$ system was only 9.6% with a low k value of 0.011 min$^{-1}$ in 9 min. A synergistic factor ($L_{syn}$, %) was introduced to explore the synergy effect between MIL-100(Fe) and CoS for BPA degradation (Eq. (1)), which was modified by Chen et al. according to the previous method calculated from rate constant (Chen et al., 2021).

$$L_{syn} = \frac{R_{M50C50} - (\alpha \times R_{MIL-100(Fe)} + \beta \times R_{CoS})}{R_{M50C50}} \times 100\%$$

where, $R_{M50C50}$, $R_{MIL-100(Fe)}$ and $R_{CoS}$ are the final BPA removal efficiency by M50C50, MIL-100(Fe) and CoS, respectively; and α and β are the weight coefficients for MIL-100(Fe) and CoS, respectively. If the $L_{syn} > 0$, it demonstrated that the synergistic effect happens between the two individual materials. In our case, the calculated $L_{syn}$ of M50C50 toward BPA degradation was 95.7% (>0). The high $L_{syn}$ value implied that an obvious synergistic effect was occurred between MIL-100(Fe) and CoS in the M50C50 (Nie et al., 2017).

3.3. Influences of reaction conditions

The influences of pH values, M50C50 dosages, H$_2$O$_2$ dosages and BPA concentrations toward BPA removal efficiencies were explored, as shown in Fig. 3c to f. The pH is considered to be the extremely
sensitive factor in a Fenton and Fenton-like reaction (Cao et al., 2018). As seen in Fig. 3c, it can be observed that the pH values exerted negligible influence to BPA adsorption activities of M50C50 in dark conditions (Fig. 3c). The species distribution diagram of BPA molecule (pKa = 10.2) (Bautista-Toledo et al., 2005) revealed that the dominating forms of BPA were H2BPA and deprotonated BPA2− as pH < pKa (10.2) and pH > pKa, respectively. M50C50 displayed negative surface charge in the pH ranges of 3.0–11.0 (Fig. S1), which couldn’t form the strong electrostatic interactions with different BPA species like H2BPA, HBPA− and BPA2−. It was observed that M50C50 displayed outstanding BPA removal efficiencies from 96.1% to 99.7% within 9 min in wide pH ranges from 3.0 to 9.0, which were in the pH scope of general wastewater containing organic pollutants (Vojoudi et al., 2018). It was suggested that a too-low or too-high pH is not conducive to Fenton and Fenton-like reaction. Especially, a sharp decrease of BPA degradation efficiency was observed (27.7% within 9 min) when pH was increased to 11.0, which could be due to the H2O2 decomposition at alkaline condition (Yi et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021). As well, M50C50 demonstrated decreasing BPA degradation performance (85.3% within 9 min) with slower degradation rate (k = 0.213 min−1) at pH = 2.0, as the formed H3O2+ could control the -OH yield under strong acid conditions like pH < 3.0 (Chen et al., 2009). The biggest BPA degradation rate (k value) of M50C50 (Fig. 3d) occurred at pH = 3.0. However, M50C50 displayed identical BPA degradation efficiencies within 9.0 min and similar degradation rates at pH range of...
5.0—9.0. From this point, the original pH (pH = 5.8) was chosen in this study for the corresponding BPA degradation experiments considering the degradation efficiency, degradation rate and operating cost.

The influence of M50C50 dosages from 0.1 g/L to 0.4 g/L on the BPA degradation efficiency was investigated. As shown in Fig. 3e, the BPA degradation efficiencies and rates increased gradually to plateau as the M50C50 dosage increased to 0.2 g/L. Furthermore, the corresponding k values were 0.1 g/L (0.361 min⁻¹), 0.2 g/L (0.660 min⁻¹), 0.3 g/L (0.698 min⁻¹) and 0.4 g/L (0.762 min⁻¹), respectively (Fig. S2). It was implied that excessive catalyst could not improve the degradation efficiency effectively. Therefore, the M50C50 dosage of 0.2 g/L was adopted as optimal catalyst dosage to carry out further experiments.

The influence of the H₂O₂ concentration on the BPA degradation was also explored in our study. As shown in Fig. 3f, when the H₂O₂ dosage increased from 1.25 mM to 7.5 mM, the degradation efficiencies increased from 78.6% to 97.7% within 3 min, which can be assigned to the increase of OH⁻ concentration. However, excessive H₂O₂ did not significantly improve the BPA degradation. As the dosages were increased from 7.5 mM to 10.0 mM, the removal efficiencies declined weakly from 97.7% to 93.7%. Also, the k values decreased from 1.29 min⁻¹ to 0.921 min⁻¹ (Fig. S3). It can be inferred that OH⁻ radicals were consumed by surplus H₂O₂ to form less reactive species (Eq. (2)) and further to inhibit the BPA decomposition (Xu and Wang, 2011).

\[
\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \cdot\text{OH} \rightarrow \text{HO}^\cdot\ + \text{H}_2\text{O} \\
\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \cdot\text{OH} \rightarrow \cdot\text{HOO}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{O}_2
\] (2)

As shown in Fig. S4, M50C50 could accomplish 100% BPA degradation up to the initial concentration of 50.0 mg/L within 18.0 min, implying that M50C50 could be utilized to treat the simulated wastewater containing organics with high concentration.

3.4. Influences of inorganic anions on BPA degradation

Inorganic anions might influence the Fenton or Fenton-like catalysis activity via various mechanism (Chen et al., 2021). It was essential to investigate the influence of different co-existing inorganic ions toward BPA degradation M50C50/H₂O₂ system, considering the practical application in the field of the treatment of real wastewater. Some common anionic inorganic ions like H₂PO₄⁻, NO₃⁻ and Cl⁻ were selected, and the concentrations of inorganic anions were referred from the average water chemical parameters of the surface water in Beijing area (Table. S1) (Yang et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2019). As illustrated in Fig. S5a and S5b, the degradation of BPA was slightly inhibited by the three selected anions. The BPA degradation efficiencies decreased from 99.2% in the wastewater simulated from ultrapure water (without any inorganic ions) to 98.4%, 93.4% and 96.0% in the wastewater with the presence of H₂PO₄⁻, NO₃⁻ and Cl⁻, respectively. Accordingly, the k values of the BPA degradation followed the order of no anions (0.533 min⁻¹) > H₂PO₄⁻ (0.459 min⁻¹) > Cl⁻ (0.358 min⁻¹) > NO₃⁻ (0.302 min⁻¹). The inhibited BPA degradation performance with the presence of H₂PO₄⁻, NO₃⁻ and Cl⁻ could be ascribed to that they could react with •OH radicals to generate less active radicals like H₂PO₄•, NO₃• and Cl• following Eqs. (3–5) (Dugandžić et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Yuan et al., 2019).

\[
\text{H}_2\text{PO}_4^- + \cdot\text{OH} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{PO}_4^- + \cdot\text{OH}^- \quad (3)
\]

\[
\text{NO}_3^- + \cdot\text{OH} \rightarrow \text{NO}_2^- + \text{OH}^- \quad (4)
\]

\[
\text{Cl}^- + \cdot\text{OH} \rightarrow \text{Cl}^- + \text{OH}^- \quad (5)
\]

3.5. Identification of active species

It was necessary to identify the active species for further understanding the Fenton-like BPA degradation mechanism of M50C50/H₂O₂ system. It was well known that the traditional Fenton and Fenton-like reactions can produce radicals like •OH and O₂, as well as singlet oxygen (1O₂) (Deng et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2017). Tert-Butyl alcohol (TBA), 1,4-Benzquinone (BQ) and l-histidine were usually used as scavengers of •OH, •O₂ and 1O₂, respectively. The BPA degradation efficiency decreased to 63.5% with the addition of TBA (Fig. 4a and b), demonstrating that the •OH radicals were major active species during the Fenton-like reaction. The addition of BQ and l-histidine led to BPA decomposition efficiency decreases by 12.4% and 36.9%, respectively, implying that both •O₂ and 1O₂ acted as synergistic active species to participate the BPA degradation in the M50C50/H₂O₂ system. According to previous reports, 1O₂ could be produced from the reactions between •O₂ and H₂O and •OH (Eqs. (6) and (7)), respectively (Zhu et al., 2019).

\[
2\cdot\text{O}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + 2\text{OH}^- + 1\text{O}_2 \quad (6)
\]

\[
\cdot\text{O}_2 + \cdot\text{OH} \rightarrow 1\text{O}_2 + \text{OH}^- \quad (7)
\]

The active species like •OH, •O₂ and 1O₂ in the H₂O₂ activation process over M50C50 catalyst were further determined by ESR. Dimethyl pyridine N-oxide (DMPO) was adopted to capture •OH in aqueous solution and •O₂ in methanol solution, respectively. Also, tetramethylpyridine (TEMP) was used to trap 1O₂ in the aqueous solution. As illustrated in Fig. 4c-e, the signals of •OH/DMPO, •O₂/DMPO and 1O₂/TEMP adducts were observed, and the signal intensities increased with the time, implying that more active species were yielded in the M50C50/H₂O₂ system as time went on. As well, the signals of •OH/DMPO adducts were also determined in different systems like M50C50/H₂O₂, MIL-100/H₂O₂ and CoS/H₂O₂, in which the intensity in M50C50/H₂O₂ was stronger than those in both MIL-100/H₂O₂ and CoS/H₂O₂ systems, indicating that the synergistic effect occurred between MIL-100/Fe and CoS. The signals of •OH/DMPO adducts observed in CoS/H₂O₂ system could be attributed to that S²⁻ can activate H₂O₂ to produce •OH (Eq. (8)) (Sun et al., 2004).

\[
\text{S}^2^- + 5\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow 2\cdot\text{OH} + 4\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{SO}_4^{2-} \quad (8)
\]

Fluorescence method can determine the •OH concentration formed in the AOPs system (Jing et al., 2014), in which terephthalic acid was selected as probe to selectively detect •OH radicals via forming fluorescent 2-hydroxy terephthalic acid. The fluorescent intensity of 2-hydroxy terephthalic acid peak at 426 nm increased with the increase of formed •OH radicals concentration. From Fig. 4f, it could be observed that the peak intensities were weak in the systems like individual H₂O₂, MIL-100/H₂O₂ and CoS/H₂O₂, implying that few •OH radicals were yielded in above-mentioned reaction systems. There is no signal just with the addition of individual M50C50. However, the peak intensities were greatly increased in the presence of both H₂O₂ and MxCy, suggesting that...
H$_2$O$_2$ can be effectively activated to produce a large amount of ·OH radicals. Additionally, the fluorescence intensities in different MXCy/H$_2$O$_2$ systems were in the order of MX50Cy50/H$_2$O$_2$ > MX30Cy70/H$_2$O$_2$ > MX70Cy30/H$_2$O$_2$, which matched well with the findings of Fig. 3a and b. In previous study (Tai et al., 2004), reaction between ·OH radicals and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) can quantitatively produce formaldehyde. Therefore, the quantitative analysis of ·OH radicals can be achieved through the determination of the concentration of formaldehyde. It was found that 0.14 mM of ·OH radicals were produced in the MX50Cy50/H$_2$O$_2$ system within 18.0 min, which were 51 times and 116 times higher than those of CoS/H$_2$O$_2$ and MIL-100(Fe)/H$_2$O$_2$ systems (Fig. S6), respectively.

### 3.6. Possible mechanism for H$_2$O$_2$ activation over MX50Cy50

Compared with individual CoS and MIL-100(Fe), the Fenton-like reactivities of the series MXCy were greatly enhanced (Fig. 3a). To investigate the reasons of the improved BPA degradation efficiency over MX50Cy50 with the presence of H$_2$O$_2$, XPS were used to explore the surface element information of CoS and MX50Cy50. In the S 2p XPS spectrum of CoS (Fig. 5a), the two broad peaks at 162.40 eV and 168.70 eV can be attributed to SO$_4^{2-}$ and SO$_3^{2-}$, respectively (Guo et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2020b). The small peak at 165.97 eV in MX50Cy50...
could also be observed, which was probably ascribed to the formation of Fe–S bond (Guo et al., 2010). It is considered that the interfacial microstructure and interaction were the key factors for the enhanced performances of composites (Zhong et al., 2020). Therefore, in our case, it can be concluded that Fe–S formed at the interface between MIL-100(Fe) and CoS might lead to the enhanced Fenton-like reactivity of the optimal M50C50. There were not enough S or Fe to form the Fe–S bonding interactions when the proportion of either CoS or MIL-100(Fe) in the MxCy composites like M70C30 and M30C70 was very low, leading to their poor H2O2 activation activity with the evidences of both inferior BPA decomposition efficiency and rate to that of M50C50.

Generally, the •OH formation and the subsequent BPA degradation mainly happen over the catalyst surface in the Fenton-like AOPs (Zhang et al., 2014a). To clarify the corresponding mechanism, XPS analyses were used to determine the chemical states and surface composition of M50C50 before and after the AOPs reaction. The XPS spectra of Co 2p for the fresh and used M50C50 were shown in Fig. 5b. The obvious changes of the two peaks at 778.97 eV and 781.13 eV corresponding to Co2+ and Co3+ could be observed (Li et al., 2019). Before reaction, Co2+ and Co3+ contents in fresh M50C50 were 78.4% and 21.6%, which were changed to 47.7% and 52.3% in the used M50C50, respectively. These phenomena suggested that Co2+ ions acted as an electron donors in the Fenton-like reaction (Li et al., 2018). As well, the Fe–S bonds at the interface between CoS and MIL-100(Fe) could provide a channel for the electron mobility from Co2+ to Fe3+(Eq. (9)), which could accelerate the Fe3+/Fe2+ cycle and further boost the BPA degradation efficiency (Hu et al., 2020).

As shown in Fig. 5c, Fe3+ is characterized by the Fe 2p peaks at
BE of 711.32 and 725.16 eV (Liu et al., 2009). As well, the two satellite peaks at 714.19 and 731.22 eV suggested that Fe$^{2+}$ ions might also exist in the M50C50 (Noorjahan et al., 2005). While, Fe$^{2+}$ is easily identified by the signal at 718.20 eV (Cappus et al., 1995; Lu et al., 2007). Before and after the Fenton-like reaction, the peak acreages of Fe 2p spectra displayed the relative proportions of iron species. Before Fenton-like reaction, Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ contents were ca. 11.2% and 88.8%, respectively. However, after the reaction, Fe$^{2+}$ proportion increased to 21.4%, while Fe$^{3+}$ proportion decreased to 78.6%. These results confirmed the efficient conversion of iron species. Moreover, the transformation from Fe$^{3+}$ to Fe$^{2+}$ was visible via the appearance of the new S0 peak at 164.85 eV (Fig. 5d), in which the S$^2-/C_0$ was converted to S0 via Eq.(11) (Ali et al., 2021). It can be found that S$^2-/C_0$ content proportion with peak at 164.85 eV decreased from 10.9% in fresh M50C50 to 4.6% in used M50C50, which displayed the sulphur oxidation during the Fenton-like reaction. Similarly, the SO$_4^{2-}/C_0$ proportion raised from 14.3% in fresh M50C50 to 21.9% in used M50C50, which was originated from the transformation between Fe$^{3+}$ to Fe$^{2+}$ following Eq.(10) (Zhao et al., 2017).

Based on the above-mentioned XPS analyses, the possible reaction mechanism of H$_2$O$_2$ activation over M50C50 was proposed (Fig. 5e). The Fe--S bond improves the Fe$^{3+}$/Fe$^{2+}$ cycle by two ways: (i) the enhanced transportation of electron from Co to Fe via Fe--S bond coupled with reduction of Fe$^{3+}$ to Fe$^{2+}$ (Eq. (9)) (Hu et al., 2020), which accelerated the Fenton-like reaction rate via the originally rate-limiting step (Eq.(12)); (ii) The redox potential Fe$^{3+}$/Fe$^{2+}$ (0.70 V/NHE) is greater than that of S$^2-/S^2-$ (−0.48 V/NHE). Therefore, the sulphur species might draw more electrons from iron, which subsequently produce more Fe$^{2+}$ to activate H$_2$O$_2$ for producing ·OH (Eqs. 10–12) (Zhao et al., 2017). The effective regeneration of the surface Fe$^{2+}$ by above-mentioned two ways might be responsible for the boosted H$_2$O$_2$ activation toward BPA degradation (Eqs. (12) and (13)). To further verify the role of CoS, ZnS was adopted to fabricate MIL-100(Fe)/ZnS composites via ball-milling strategy with the ratio of 1:1. The obtained MIL-100(Fe)/ZnS could only degrade 25.0% BPA within 18 min under the identical conditions (Fig. S7), which was inferior to MIL-100(Fe)/CoS with 100% degradation efficiency. This additional experiment affirmed that the enhanced transportation of electrons from Co to Fe via Fe--S bond led to boosted H$_2$O$_2$ activation for BPA degradation.

3.7. The reusability and stability of M50C50

The recyclability of the catalysts is important for their practical applications. As distinct in Fig. 6a, the BPA degradation efficiencies via Fenton-like reaction over M50C50 were maintained at > 99.0% within 18 min during 5 runs' operations, suggesting that M50C50 possessed potential of long-term application. The leaching Co and Fe concentrations of M50C50 in aqueous solutions after five runs'
operations were detected (Table S2). 1.6% (Fe) and 2.8% (Co) leaching were detected. After Fenton-like reactions, the XRD and XPS images of the used M50C50 matched well with those of the original one (Fig. 6b and c). Besides, the TEM images (Fig. S8) showed no significant changes of the M50C50 morphology, illustrating that the morphology and crystal phase were maintained well.

To highlight the advantages of M50C50 as Fenton-like AOPs catalyst, some counterpart catalysts were selected to compare their BPA degradation activities (Table S3). Obviously, the M50C50/H2O2 system was more efficient for BPA degradation considering the low catalyst dosage (0.2 g/L) and H2O2 (2.5 mM) concentration. Furthermore, quick BPA removal was obtained just within 9 min, which is crucial for actual application and energy saving. The degradation efficiencies toward other organic pollutants like norfloxacin (NOR), sulfamethoxazole (SMZ), and chloroquine phosphate (CQ) in M50C50/H2O2 system were also assessed. It is found that 92.8% of NOR, 100.0% of SMZ, and 96.4% of CQ could be degraded in 18 min, demonstrating that M50C50 displayed good degradation ability for various organic contaminants. Therefore, M50C50 showed good practical application possibility for sewage water treatment.

4. Conclusions

In summary, series MxCy composites obtained by facile ball-milling method were adopted as heterogeneous Fenton-like catalysts, which exhibited much higher Fenton catalytic activity towards BPA degradation than MIL-100(Fe) and CoS. The optimum catalyst M50C50 could quickly degrade 100.0% BPA (10 mg/L) within 12 min. The active species capture results and electron spin resonance (ESR) determinations revealed that •OH was the key radicals for BPA decomposition. According to XPS analysis, the regeneration of Fe2þ in Fenton-like reaction can be ascribed to that the Fe–S bonds at the interface created the channels for electron transfer. Furthermore, the cycling experiments indicated that M50C50 possessed favourable reusability and stability. This study provides a hopeful strategy to promote the Fe2þ regeneration to achieve outstanding organic pollutants degradation efficiency in water treatment.
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